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Abstract

Estimating intergenerational mobility in developing countries is difficult because
matched parent-child income records are rarely available and education is measured
very coarsely. In particular, there are no established methods for comparing educational
mobility for subsamples of the population when the education distribution is changing
over time. We resolve these problems using new methods in partial identification and
new administrative data, and study intergenerational mobility across groups and across
space in India. Intergenerational mobility for the population as a whole has remained
constant since liberalization, but cross-group changes have been substantial. Rising
mobility among historically marginalized Scheduled Castes is almost exactly offset by
declining intergenerational mobility among Muslims, a comparably sized group that has
few constitutional protections. These findings contest the conventional wisdom that
marginalized groups in India have been catching up on average. We also explore hetero-
geneity across space, generating the first high-resolution geographic measures of inter-
generational mobility across India, with results across 5600 rural subdistricts and 2300
cities and towns. On average, children are most successful at exiting the bottom of the
distribution in places that are southern, urban, or have higher average education levels.
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1 Introduction

The intergenerational transmission of economic status, a proxy for equality of opportunity,

has implications for inequality, allocative efficiency and subjective welfare (Solon, 1999; Black

and Devereux, 2011; Chetty et al., 2014; Chetty et al., 2017). Because intergenerational mo-

bility (IM) captures changes in status across generations, it is a useful measure for describing

changes in access to opportunity over the long run. Studies of intergenerational mobility (IM)

in developing countries have had less influence than in rich countries because of methodolog-

ical challenges and an absence of data comparable to the administrative tax records that

are the basis of studies in richer countries. In this paper, we develop a set of measures of

intergenerational educational mobility that perform well under the data constraints often

faced in developing countries. Using new administrative data, we apply them to the analysis

of IM in India across time, across major population subgroups, and across space.

From before liberalization to the present, we find that intergenerational educational mobil-

ity for India as a whole has remained constant on average, but with considerable cross-group

heterogeneity. While our results reinforce earlier findings of rising opportunity among Sched-

uled Castes and Scheduled Tribes that have been noted by other authors, we find that these

changes are almost exactly offset in the population as a whole by declining upward mobility

among Muslims.

Estimating IM in developing countries presents several challenges. Datasets linking par-

ent and child wages or household incomes are rare, and administrative tax databases cover

a small and unrepresentative share of the population. Even when linked parent and child

wages or income are recorded, they generate biased measures of intergenerational mobility

because of measurement error, non-wage income, and the inability to distinguish parent and

child income when both reside together.

Researchers have therefore focused on intergenerational educational mobility: the depen-

dence of children’s educational outcomes on their parents’ education.1 But existing ap-

1Recent studies of intergenerational mobility focusing on education and occupation include Black et al.
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proaches to the measurement of educational mobility have several limitations. There is no

established method for comparing educational mobility across subgroups. The most common

educational mobility estimator, the correlation between parents’ and children’s education,

is not meaningful for subgroups because it measures children’s progress only against other

members of their own group (Hertz, 2005). Rank-based estimates are comparable across

time, but the coarse measurement of education makes many of them impossible to point

estimate (Asher et al., 2018). For instance, Chetty et al. (2014) focus on absolute upward

mobility, defined as the expected child rank given a parent at the 25th percentile of the

parent rank distribution. How can this be calculated for the 1950s birth cohort in India, for

whom the bottom 60% of parents report bottom-coded levels of education? Point estimat-

ing this measure requires strong and questionable implicit assumptions. Similar challenges

bedevil the construction of quantile transition matrices from education data.

We resolve this problem with a partial identification approach, drawing on methods from

Asher et al. (2018), where we showed that rank-based mobility measures can at best be

bounded. Our analysis focuses on two measures: (i) the expected outcome of a child born

into the bottom half of the parent outcome distribution (upward interval mobility, hence-

forth referred to as upward mobility); and (ii) the expected outcome of a child born into the

top half of the parent distribution (downward interval mobility).

These measures have several desirable properties. First, they have similar policy relevance

to absolute upward and absolute downward mobility, suggested by Chetty et al. (2014), but

our measures can be bounded tightly given coarsely measured education data, while the

absolute mobility measures cannot.2 Second, they are valid for subsets of the population.

Third, these measures are comparable across time and space, as well as across countries.

Finally, the partial identification approach explicitly takes into account the coarse measure-

(2005), Long and Ferrie (2013), Güell et al. (2013), and Wantchekon et al. (2015).
2Absolute upward mobility describes the expection of a child outcome, conditional on that child being

born to a parent at the 25th percentile. Upward interval mobility describes the expectation of a child
outcome, conditional on that child being born to a parent between percentiles 0 and 50. If the conditional
expectation function is linear in parent rank, the two measures are identical.
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ment of education. The bounds on our measures widen as education is measured more

coarsely, reflecting the loss of information on granular ranks. Conventional point estimation

methods ignore this source of error.

We use two data sources to study educational mobility in India. To study changes over

time, we use the India Human Development Survey (IHDS), which stands out among India’s

major household surveys in obtaining information about the education of the fathers of male

respondents. To study mobility across space, we use the Socioeconomic and Caste Census

(SECC), an administrative census undertaken in 2012, which documents education for all

people in India at a fine geographic level. In the SECC, we can only match parent and child

education when both are in the same household. We show using the IHDS that the bias from

limiting the sample to coresident households becomes substantial above age 24. We there-

fore limit the SECC sample to children ages 20–23, an extreme sample limitation possible

only with comprehensive administrative data. As we discuss in Section 3, data availability

requires us to focus on the relationship between fathers and sons; transmission of status to

daughters or from mothers is an important topic for future work.

We document trends in educational mobility from the 1950s to the 1980s birth cohorts.

In the pooled population, we find that both upward and downward mobility have remained

constant for the past 30 years, in spite of dramatic educational gains. An Indian child born in

the bottom half of the parent education distribution can expect to obtain the 37th percentile.

A similar child in the U.S., which has low intergenerational mobility by OECD standards,

on average attains the 39th education percentile.3

We next examine mobility across time for four of India’s major population subgroups:

Scheduled Castes (SCs), Scheduled Tribes (STs), Muslims, and Forward Castes/Others.4

3In a society where children’s outcomes were totally independent of parents (i.e. total mobility), a child
born in the bottom half of the distribution would obtain the 50th percentile on average. In a society with
no upward mobility, (i.e. where all children obtain the same percentile as their parents) the same child
would attain the 25th percentile.

4We include non-Muslim OBCs in the “Others” category. Measuring OBC mobility is challenging
because OBC definitions are less stable over time, are sometimes inconsistently classified between federal
and state lists, and may be reported inconsistently by the same individual over time. These concerns apply
to SC and ST groups, but at a considerably smaller scale.
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Group identity is a strong predictor of both levels and changes in intergenerational mobility.

Consistent with prior work (Hnatkovska et al., 2012; Emran and Shilpi, 2015), we find that

India’s constitutionally protected marginalized groups, the Scheduled Castes and Tribes,

have lower intergenerational mobility than upper caste groups, and have closed respectively

50% and 30% of the mobility gap to Forwards/Others. Our most novel and striking finding

is that upward mobility has fallen substantially among Muslims in the last twenty years.

The expected educational rank of a Muslim child born in the bottom half of the parent dis-

tribution has fallen from between 31 and 34 to a dismal 29. Muslims now have considerably

worse upward mobility today than both Scheduled Castes (37.4–37.8) and Scheduled Tribes

(32.5–32.7). The comparable figure for African Americans is 34. Higher caste groups have

experienced constant and high upward mobility over time, a result that contradicts a popular

notion that it is increasingly difficult for higher caste Hindus to get ahead.5

Absolute outcomes for all social groups have been improving systematically due to India’s

substantial economic growth over the study period. We focus on rank outcomes because

they allow us to study the extent to which marginalized groups have closed the upward

mobility gap with Forward / Other groups, holding the level shift in outcomes constant. We

find a similar divergence across groups when we focus on absolute outcomes like a child’s

probability of attaining a high school education, an essential prerequisite for a white collar

job in government or the private sector. In fact, access to high school and college for

Muslims from bottom half families has stagnated for the last fifteen years. Turning to

downward mobility, we find that the mobility gap for all three marginalized groups has shrunk

substantially; Muslims born in the upper half of the distribution have lost some ground

relative to SCs and STs, but much less starkly than was the case with upward mobility.

The extent to which cross-group differences in mobility are driven by location varies sub-

stantially by group. Among STs, district of residence explains 59% of the upward mobility

gap with the Forward/Other reference group. Place matters considerably less for SCs and

5We find similar results if we exclude Sikhs, Jains and Christians from the “others” category. Collectively,
these groups account for less than 5% of the population.
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Muslims: district of residence explains 14% of upward mobility for SCs and only 9% for Mus-

lims. These results likely reflect the fact that many members of Scheduled Tribes live in re-

mote areas and continue to practice traditional economic activities, while Muslims and Sched-

uled Castes are better integrated with the modern economy. Children in India’s only Muslim-

majority state (Jammu and Kashmir) in fact have higher mobility than the Indian average.

Finally, we examine the correlates of intergenerational mobility at a fine geographic level:

rural subdistricts (n=5600) and cities and towns (n=2000). Urban mobility is consistently

higher than rural mobility: children in cities can expect a 4-5 percentile higher rank in the

outcome distribution than children in villages, at every parent rank. This advantage varies

by subgroup—for instance, we find that the Muslim disadvantage in cites is actually three

points larger than the Muslim disadvantage in villages. In rural areas, average income and

education are the strongest predictors of upward mobility. Public goods, manufacturing jobs,

the share of Scheduled Caste individuals, low segregation and low land inequality are also

statistically significant predictors of high upward mobility. In cities, average education, size

and low segregation are strongly predictive of upward mobility, but levels of consumption

are not. All of our mobility estimates are robust to different data construction methods, and

we take care to show that survivorship bias, migration or bias in estimates from coresident

parent-child households are unlikely to substantially affect our results.

We make three main contributions. First, we develop methods for the measurement of in-

tergenerational mobility that address the data limitations often faced in developing country

contexts. To our knowledge, these are the first estimates of intergenerational educational

mobility that are valid for population subgroups and are comparable across time and space.

Second, we show that Muslims are losing substantial ground in intergenerational mobility,

and currently have lower mobility than either Scheduled Castes or Scheduled Tribes. Given

the large amount of work studying access to opportunity among Scheduled Castes, our re-

sults highlight the importance of studying economic outcomes of Muslims in India, especially

from poor families. Despite a population share comparable to Scheduled Castes, this group
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is overlooked by much of the economic literature on marginalized groups in India.6 Third,

we provide the first geographically precise estimates of intergenerational mobility in India.

Nearly all of the geographic variation in intergenerational mobility is below the state level,

though there are substantial differences across states. This is also the first work to measure

or document the importance of residential segregation at the neighborhood level in India.

Our findings imply that virtually all of the upward mobility gains in India over recent

decades have accrued to Scheduled Castes and Tribes, groups with constitutional protec-

tions, reservations in politics and education, and who have been targeted by many develop-

ment policies. Further, none of those gains have come at the expense of higher caste groups,

notwithstanding political mobilization against affirmative action by higher caste groups in

recent years. For other groups, there is little evidence that economic liberalization has

substantially increased opportunities for those in the lower half of the rank distribution to

attain higher relative social position, and for Muslims these opportunities have substantially

deteriorated.

These patterns have to our knowledge not been identified because earlier studies have either

(i) focused on absolute outcomes (such as consumption), which are rising for all groups due

to India’s substantial economic growth (Maitra and Sharma, 2009; Hnatkovska et al., 2013);

or (ii) compared subgroups using the parent-child outcome correlation or regression coeffi-

cient, which describe the outcomes of subgroup members relative to their own group, rather

than to the national population (Hnatkovska et al., 2013; Emran and Shilpi, 2015; Azam and

Bhatt, 2015). Studies on affirmative action in India have identified improvements in SC/ST

access to higher education but have not examined impacts on Muslims (Frisancho Robles

and Krishna, 2016; Bagde et al., 2016); our findings point to the importance of studying the

effects of such policies on a wider set of marginalized groups.7

6Notable exceptions include Khamis et al. (2012) and Bhalotra and Zamora (2010), who note poor
education outcomes among Muslims. The Sachar Committee Report (2006) and Basant et al. (2010)
summarize some recent research on Muslims on India, none of which addresses intergenerational mobility.

7In an analogous finding, Bertrand et al. (2010) find that when Indian colleges intentionally select lower
caste students, they end up admitting fewer women.
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Our paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes current approaches to estimating in-

tergenerational mobility, with a focus on estimates using coarse education data. Section 3

describes the Indian data. Section 4 describes our measures of upward and downward mo-

bility. Section 5 presents results on national mobility trends, cross-group mobility trends,

and the geographic distribution of intergenerational mobility. Section 6 concludes.

2 Background: Theory and Empirics of Mobility Measurement

When intergenerational mobility is low, the social status of individuals is highly dependent

on the social status of their parents (Solon, 1999). In more mobile societies, individuals are

less constrained by their circumstances at birth. If ability is not perfectly correlated with

birth circumstances, then there may be substantial efficiency losses resulting from the lack

of opportunity for those who grow up poor. There is also a widespread normative belief that

all individuals should have equal opportunity to develop their abilities. There is a grow-

ing literature on the variation in intergenerational mobility across countries, across groups

within countries, and across time.8

The first generation of intergenerational mobility studies described matched parent-child

outcome distributions with a single linear parameter, or gradient, such as the correlation

coefficient between children’s earnings and parents’ earnings (Solon, 1999; Black and Dev-

ereux, 2011). Gradient measures are easy to calculate and interpret and they form the basis

of studies in dozens of countries. The two main limitations of gradient measures are that

they (i) do not distinguish between changes in opportunity at the top and the bottom of

the distribution;9 and (ii) they are not well-suited for between-group comparisons, because

the subgroup gradient measures children’s outcomes against better off members of their own

group. A subgroup can therefore have a lower gradient (suggesting more mobility) in spite

8See Hertz et al. (2008) for cross-country comparisons, and Solon (1999), Corak (2013), Black and
Devereux (2011), and Roemer (2016) for review papers.

9This weakness is consequential only if the conditional expectation of the child outcome given the
parent outcome is non-linear. But many studies find non-linear CEFs (Bratsberg et al., 2007; Boserup et
al., 2014; Bratberg et al., 2015); the linearity of the income rank CEF described by Chetty et al. (2014) is
an exception. The Indian education rank CEF that we study below is also non-linear.
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of having worse outcomes at every point in the parent distribution.

Recent studies have instead drawn on rich administrative data such as tax records to ana-

lyze the entire joint parent-child income rank distribution, and in particular, the conditional

expectation of child rank given parent rank (Boserup et al., 2014; Chetty et al., 2014; Hilger,

2016; Bratberg et al., 2015). Several useful measures can be drawn from this CEF. The

slope of the best linear approximator to the CEF, also called the rank-rank gradient, is anal-

ogous to the parent-child income correlation. Absolute mobility at percentile i, which we

denote pi, describes the value of the CEF at percentile i of the parent distribution (Chetty

et al., 2014).10 Absolute upward mobility is p25, which describes the expected rank of a child

born to the median parent in the bottom half of the parent rank distribution. Absolute

downward mobility, or p75, describes the persistence of privileged ranks across generations.

These measures have several strengths. They are valid for cross-group comparisons: p25

lets us compare the outcomes of children in different population subsets who are born to

parents with similar incomes. The rank-based measures are also valid for cross-country

analysis, because they are invariant to changes in the parent or child income distributions.

However, as we describe below, there is no established method for calculating these rank

based measures from education data.

2.1 Educational Mobility and Income Mobility

Education data have been widely used for mobility studies for three reasons.11 First, repre-

sentative matched parent-child income data are frequently unavailable. In developing coun-

tries, there are virtually no administrative income records that cover a large share or repre-

sentative share of the population.

10Chetty et al. (2014) use the term “absolute mobility” because this measure does not depend on the
value of the CEF at any other point in the parent rank distribution, distinguishing it from the rank-rank
correlation which they describe as a relative mobility measure. Other authors use the term “absolute
mobility” to describe the set of mobility measures which use child levels as outcomes rather than child
ranks. To avoid confusion, we use the term “absolute mobility” only when making reference to the specific
measure used by Chetty et al. (2014).

11Some recent studies examining educational mobility include Solon (1999), Black et al. (2005) and
Restuccia and Urrutia (2004). More are summarized in Black and Devereux (2011).
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Second, even when matched parent and child income data are available, measurement

error problems are substantial. Transitory incomes are noisy estimates of lifetime income,

subsistence consumption is difficult to measure, and many individuals report zero income;

these problems are exacerbated among the rural poor.12 Measurement error in income is

consequential because it biases mobility estimates upward.

Third, income measures are subject to life cycle bias if parent and child income are not

measured at the same age; individuals with high permanent income may spend more time

in school and have lower incomes than their peers when young.

For these reasons, researchers have often turned to intergenerational educational mobility.

Educational mobility, or the dependence of child education on parent education, is highly

correlated with intergenerational income mobility (Solon, 1999). In developing countries in

particular, educational attainment may be a better proxy for lifetime income than a single

observation of transitory income. Focusing on education is also mostly free of life cycle bias,

because education levels rarely change later in life. Third, matched parent-child education

data are more widely available than matched parent-child income data.

Estimates of educational mobility do have one important drawback: outcomes are typi-

cally reported in a small number of categories. Even when years of education are specifically

measured, they are bunched at school completion levels. Individuals who have not completed

primary school, who exceed half of the population in many poor countries, are frequently

bottom-coded. The parent rank distribution is thus observed coarsely, making rank-based

mobility estimates challenging to calculate.

To make the problem concrete, consider the parent-child education transition matrix for

children born in the 1950s in India, shown in Appendix Table A1. 60% of parents are coded

in the bottom bin. How does one measure p25 in this setting? Existing work has either

12Intergenerational income mobility studies either focus on individual wages or total household earnings,
both of which are problematic. Given that transitioning out of agricultural work and into wage work is
a central predictor of consumption, restricting the sample to wage earners has obvious deficiencies. But
for the set of households where parents and children are coresident, the share of total household earnings
attributable to the parent is not known.
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assumed that the CEF of child rank is linear across all parent ranks, or that the CEF is

constant within each parent bin. As we will show below, the first assumption is rejected by

the Indian data. The second assumption is unlikely to be true: the child of a parent at the

59th percentile of the rank distribution is likely to have a better outcome than the child of

a parent in the bottom 1%.13 This assumption also generates measures of mobility that are

not invariant to the percentile boundaries of education bins. Changes in the granularity of

education data would lead to changes in measures of mobility, which is clearly undesirable.14

Similar challenges arise when comparing transition matrices over time. Given that the size

of education bins are changing over time, there are few cells of the matrix that be directly

compared in different years. Using a quantile transition matrix would resolve the problem,

but calculating the quantile transition matrix from coarsely binned rank data poses the same

challenge as calculating p25.

We address these challenges directly. In Section 4, we describe how methods from the

interval data literature allow us to calculate bounds on rank-based mobility measures under

a minimal and reasonable set of structural assumptions.

2.2 Context: Educational Mobility in India

While intergenerational mobility is of interest around the world, India’s caste system and

high levels of inequality make it a particularly important setting for such work. India’s caste

system is characterized by a set of informal rules that inhibit intergenerational mobility by

preventing individuals from taking up work outside of their caste’s traditional occupation

and from marrying outside of their caste. Since independence in 1947, the government has

systematically implemented policies intended to reduce the disadvantage of communities

that are classified as Scheduled Castes or Scheduled Tribes. These groups are targeted by a

range of government programs, and benefit from reservations in educational and and politi-

13We elaborate on the exact definition of a parent at a granular percentile in this context in Section 4.
14For an extreme example, consider the case of Ethiopia, where 85% of parents have bottom-coded levels of

education in older cohorts. Assuming equal outcomes within parents bins would suggest a quartile transition
matrix where children born in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd quartile all have equal opportunities of success. Clearly one
should be cautious when comparing this transition matrix to one calculated from fully supported rank data.
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cal institutions. If effective, these policies would substantially improve the intergenerational

mobility of targeted groups.

India’s Muslims constitute a similar population share as the Scheduled Castes and Sched-

uled Tribes (14% for Muslims vs. 16.6% for SCs and 14% for STs). Muslims have worse

socioeconomic outcomes than the general population (Sachar Committee Report, 2006).

While Muslim disadvantage has been widely noted, including by the well-publicized federal

Sachar Report (2006), there are few policies in place to protect them and there has not been

an effective political mobilization in their interest. Muslims have also been frequent targets

of discrimination and even violence.

The last 30 years have seen tremendous growth in market opportunities in India as well

as in the availability and level of education. While some have argued that economic growth

is making old social and economic divisions less important to the economic opportunities

of the young, caste remains an important predictor of economic opportunity (Munshi and

Rosenzweig, 2006; Ito, 2009; Hnatkovska et al., 2013; Mohammed, 2016). Understanding

how mobility has changed for these population groups is thus an essential component of un-

derstanding secular trends in intergenerational mobility in India. Further, whether economic

progress can overcome traditional hierarchies of social class and religion is a central question

for both India and the broader world.

3 Data

To estimate intergenerational educational mobility in India, we draw on two databases that

report matched parent-child educational attainment. The India Human Development Survey

(IHDS) is a nationally representative survey of 41,554 households, with rounds in 2004-05 and

2011-12. Crucially, the IHDS solicits information on the education of fathers of household

heads, even if the fathers are not resident, allowing us to match father to son education for

almost all men of all ages. The IHDS also distinguishes between Scheduled Tribes, Scheduled

Castes, Muslims, Other Backward Castes (OBCs) and forward castes. We classify SC/ST

Muslims, who make up less than 2% of SC/STs, as Muslims. About half of Muslims are
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OBCs; we classify these as Muslims. We do not consider OBCs as a separate category in this

paper, because OBC status is inconsistently reported across surveys, due to both misreport-

ing and changes in the OBC schedules. Analysis of mobility of OBCs will therefore require

detailed analysis of subcaste-level descriptors and classifications (which are very complex),

and is beyond the scope of the current work. We pool Christians, Sikhs, Jains and Bud-

dhists, who collectively make up less than 5% of the population, with higher caste Hindus;

we describe this group as “Forward/Other.”

Our main dataset is the 2012 round of the IHDS. Drawing on the education of older birth

cohorts allows us to estimate a time series in mobility. To allay concerns that differential

mortality across more or less educated fathers and sons might bias our estimates, we repli-

cate our analysis on the same birth cohorts using the IHDS 2005. By estimating mobility

on the same cohort at two separate time periods, we identify a small survivorship bias for

the 1950-59 birth cohort (reflecting attrition of high mobility dynasties), but zero bias for

the cohorts from the 1960s forward. Our results of interest largely describe trends from the

1960s forward, so survivorship bias among the oldest cohorts does not influence any of our

conclusions. Data are pooled into decadal cohorts.

The strengths of the IHDS for our study are its documentation of religion and its record-

ing of the education of non-coresident parents. However, the IHDS sample has too small a

sample to study geographic variation in much detail.

To study geographic variation in mobility, we draw on the 2011-12 Socioeconomic and

Caste Census (SECC), an administrative socioeconomic database that was collected to de-

termine eligibility for various government programs. The data was posted on the internet

by the government, with each village and urban neighborhood represented by hundreds of

pages in PDF format. Over a period of two years, we scraped over two million files, parsed

the embedded data into text, and translated the text from twelve different Indian languages

into English. The data include age, gender, education, an indicator for Scheduled Tribe or

Scheduled Caste status, and relationship with the household head. Assets and income are re-
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ported at the household rather than the individual level, and thus cannot be used to estimate

mobility.15 The SECC provides the education level of every parent and child residing in the

same household. Sons who can be matched to fathers through coresidence represent about

85% of 20-year-olds and 7% of 50-year-olds. Education is reported in seven categories.16 For

some results, we work with a 1% sample of the SECC, stratified across India’s 640 districts.

The size of the SECC makes it possible to calculate mobility with high geographic pre-

cision, but the limitation is that we do not observe parent-child links for children who no

longer live with their parents. We therefore focus on children aged 20 to 23, a set of ages

where education is likely to be complete but coresidence is high enough that the bias from

excluding non-coresident pairs is low. We selected these ages by examining the size of the

coresidence bias in the IHDS. In Appendix Figure A1, we plot the difference in upward and

downward mobility between the full sample and sample of coresident father-son pairs only.

For the pooled 20–23 age group, we can rule out a bias of more than two percentage points

in the child rank. For higher ages, the bias rapidly exceeds five percentage points—more

than the mobility difference between the United States and Finland. Earlier Indian mobility

estimates which were based on coresident children as old as 40 should thus be treated with

caution. The sample thus consists of 31 million young men and their fathers. The age re-

striction in the SECC and the absence of data on religion limits our fine geographic analysis

to the modern cross-section. We further verified that IHDS and SECC produce similar point

estimates for the coresident father-son pairs that are observed in both datasets.

IHDS records completed years of education. To make the two data sources consistent,

we recode the SECC into years of education, based on prevailing schooling boundaries, and

we downcode the IHDS so that it reflects the highest level of schooling completed, i.e., if

someone reports thirteen years of schooling in the IHDS, we recode this as twelve years,

which is the level of senior secondary completion.17 The loss in precision by downcoding the

15Additional details of the SECC and the scraping process are described in Asher and Novosad (2018).
16The categories are (i) illiterate with less than primary; (ii) literate with less than primary (iii) primary;

(iv) middle; (v) secondary (vi) higher secondary; and (vii) post-secondary.
17We code the SECC category “literate without primary” as two years of education, as this is the number
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IHDS is minimal, because most students exit school at the end of a completed schooling level.

The oldest cohort of sons that we follow was born in the 1950s and would have finished

high school well before the beginning of the liberalization era. The cohorts born in the 1980s

would have completed much of their schooling during the liberalization era. The youngest

cohort in this study was born in 1989; cohorts born in the 1990s may not have completed

their education at the time that they were surveyed and were excluded.

The transmission of status from mothers to children or from fathers to daughters are both

important topics of study, but is more difficult to measure due to data limitations. Young

women leave households at an earlier age than boys — there is thus no age at which most

women have completed their education and at which most women continue to reside with

their parents. This makes it difficult to measure mobility for young women in the SECC. In

the IHDS, close to 75% of mothers report a bottom-coded education; as we discuss in the

next section, this implies that our primary measure of upward mobility will have extremely

wide bounds. Intergenerational mobility among women is thus beyond the scope of this

study, but is an important topic for future work.

4 Methods: Rank-Based Mobility Estimates with Education Data

This section summarizes and expands upon methods described in Asher et al. (2018). We are

interested in generating estimates of intergenerational mobility that can be derived from the

conditional expectation of child rank given parent rank. We define this CEF as E(Y |X = i),

where Y is the child rank and X is the parent rank. Scalar mobility measures are functions

of the CEF. For example, the rank-rank gradient is the slope of the best linear approximator

to the CEF, and absolute upward mobility is E(Y |X = 25).

These measures are challenging to estimate with education data, because education ranks

are observed only in coarse bins. For the 1950s birth cohort, for example, we may observe

that a parent’s rank is somewhere in the bottom 60%, but we have no additional informa-

of years that corresponds most closely to this category in the IHDS data, where we observe both literacy
and years of education. Results are not substantively affected by this choice.
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tion about that parent.18 How should one calculate a mobility measure such as p25 when we

cannot identify any parent at the 25th percentile?

We treat this as an interval data problem and take a very general approach requiring

minimal assumptions. First, we assume that there is a latent continuous education rank

distribution, which we observe with interval censoring. This assumption arises directly from

a standard human capital model where education has convex costs and individual-specific

differences in costs and benefits are constant shifters in the utility function. The latent rank

reflects the amount that the marginal benefit or cost of obtaining the next level of education

(e.g., “Middle School”) would need to change in order for a given individual to progress to

the next level. Individuals who are at the margin of obtaining the next level of education (i.e.

they would need only a small increase in marginal benefit in order to do so) have the highest

educational ranks within their rank bin, while individuals who would not advance further

even if the net benefit changed a great deal will have the lowest ranks in the bin. This is a

relatively weak assumption; the alternative approach of assuming that all individuals in the

bottom bin were equally distant from completing primary school strikes us as implausible.

Second, we assume that the expectation of a child’s education rank is weakly increasing in

the latent parent education rank. This is also a very mild assumption, given that average so-

cioeconomic outcomes of children are strongly monotonic in parent socioeconomic outcomes

across many socioeconomic measures and countries (Dardanoni et al., 2012). Average child

education is also monotonic in parent education across all birth cohorts that we study in In-

dia. Note that this set of assumptions is considerably weaker than the implicit assumptions

made in other studies of educational mobility, which either assume that the CEF is totally

linear or is piecewise constant.

Under these assumptions, the child education rank CEF can be partially identified at any

point, as can scalar functions of the CEF (Manski and Tamer, 2002; Asher et al., 2018).19

18Data like these are common in studies of intergenerational educational mobility, because information
on parents often comes from a limited set of questions asked of children.

19Stata code to generate the bounds is provided at https://github.com/paulnov/anr-bounds.
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A partial identification approach allows us to take seriously the fact that granular ranks are

not precisely observed; bounds will be wider when ranks are censored more substantially.

This contrasts with conventional point estimation approaches, where increased censoring

may cause bias that is not reflected in standard errors.

The process is depicted in Figure 1, with the 1950s birth cohort in Panel A and the 1980s

birth cohort in Panel B. The solid vertical lines indicate boundaries of observed parent rank

bins and the points indicate the expected child rank in each parent bin. The functions plot

the upper and lower bound on the child CEF at each parent rank.

The figure shows that bounds on the CEF are tight at high parent ranks, where the parent

rank is observed with high granularity (because fewer parents have obtained high levels of

education). In the bottom half of the rank distribution, the bounds are very wide. The

bounds on p25 ([28.4, 44.9], indicated by the dashed vertical line) are particularly wide given

the interval censoring in the 1950s birth cohort. It is difficult to say anything meaningful

about this measure of upward mobility for this birth cohort. In Asher et al. (2018), we show

that bounds on the rank-rank gradient are also too wide to be informative, and propose a

new set of mobility measures that can be tightly bounded even when interval censoring is

severe, which we call interval mobility.

Interval mobility, or µb
a, is the expected outcome of a child whose parents are between

percentiles a and b in the parent education rank distribution, E(Y |X ∈ [a, b]). Asher et al.

(2018) show that interval mobility can often be tightly bounded even when bounds on other

intergenerational mobility measures such as the rank-rank correlation or absolute mobility

are too wide to be useful. Interval mobility can be bounded particularly tightly because it

is known for some intervals. For instance, when 60% of parents are in the bottom bin, then

the mean child rank among these parents is the sample analog to E(y|x ∈ [0, 60]), or µ60
0 .

Interval mobility estimates with similar boundaries will be tightly bounded by virtue of the

continuity of the CEF and uniformity of the rank distribution. In contrast, absolute mobility

at percentile i cannot be point identified for any value of i. All of these measures capture
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slightly different characteristics of the rank-rank CEF, and could be of policy interest. How-

ever, interval mobility is the only one of these measures that can be measured informatively

given the type of education data typically available in developing countries.

We focus on two specific measures. First, we consider upward interval mobility µ50
0 , which is

the expected outcome of a child whose parents are in the bottom half of the parent education

distribution. Second, we consider downward interval mobility µ100
50 , the expected outcome of

a child whose parents are in the top half of the parent education distribution. These mea-

sures have very similar policy relevant to absolute upward mobility and absolute downward

mobility, and are the same if the CEF is linear. The advantage of interval mobility measures

is that they can be tightly bounded even when rank data have a high degree of censoring. For

instance, under the same assumptions as those used in Figure 1, we can bound upward in-

terval mobility between [34.9, 37.1] for the 1950s birth cohort. For parsimony, we henceforth

refer to the interval measures as upward and downward mobility. Note that a high mobility

society will have a high value of upward mobility and a low value of downward mobility,

reflecting lower persistence of both low and high socioeconomic ranks across generations.

Note that child ranks are also interval censored in our context. We show in Asher et al.

(2018) that interval censoring in the child distribution is unlikely to cause substantial bias

for two reasons. First, because of increasing education over time, child rank bins are more

evenly distributed than parent rank bins, which decreases potential bias from censoring.

Second, when we impute within-bin ranks using additional data on children’s wages (not

available for parents), we find virtually the same mobility estimates. This suggests that

using the midpoint of a child’s rank bin is capturing most of the meaningful variation in

child ranks. Finally, note that we can calculate all of our cross-group and cross-sectional

estimates using an uncensored measure of child outcomes, such as an indicator function for

high school completion; we find similar results when we do so.
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5 Results: Intergenerational Mobility in India

5.1 National Estimates and Group Differences

Figure 2 presents our main measures of mobility, upward and downward interval mobil-

ity, over time. Upward mobility is E(Y |X ∈ [0, 50]) and downward mobility is E(Y |X ∈

[50, 100]), where Y is the child education rank and X is the parent education rank. Neither

measure has changed substantially over time. Upward mobility has gone from an interval

of [34.9, 37.1] to 36.8, while downward mobility has gone from [61, 63] to 62.5.20 Sons born

to fathers in the either half of the education distribution in 1950 have the same expected

outcomes as those in 1980. This puts upward mobility in India approximately two percent-

age points behind the U.S. (µ50
0 ∈ [38.9, 39.3]), which is considered to have low mobility by

international standards.21

The gap between upward and downward mobility describes the expected penalty faced

by children from bottom half families relative to children from top half families. This gap

is about 26 percentage points, and has been persistent for birth cohorts from the 1950s to

the present.22 The Y axis in these graphs is the expected education rank of the son, which

is a relative outcome. The results indicate that the likelihood of children moving up in the

education distribution relative to their parents is persistent and low.

In Figure 3, we again present measures of upward and downward mobility (µ50
0 and µ100

50 ),

but with an absolute outcome on the Y axis: primary school attainment in Panel A and high

school attainment in Panel B. The light blue line shows the probability that a son attains

primary school or higher, conditional on having a father in the bottom 50% of the rank

distribution, or E(school ≥ Primary|parent rank ∈ [0, 50]). The dark gray line shows the

same outcome, conditional on a father in the top half of the distribution. The trend lines are

20The measures are very tightly bounded for the 1980s birth cohort, because there is a rank boundary
close to 50 in the parent distribution. When the distance between upper and lower bound is less than 0.2,
we report the midpoint as a point estimate.

21p25 in the U.S. income distribution is 42 (Chetty et al., 2014); educational outcomes are thus more
persistent across generations than income.

22This number can be compared to a 20 rank point gap between children from the bottom and top halves
in the U.S. income distribution.
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increasing in both panels, reflecting that Indians at all levels of the socioeconomic distribution

are now obtaining more education than they were in the past. The gap between the upward

and downward mobility estimates for primary school has closed substantially; this is in part

because children from top half families nearly universally attain primary school, so catchup is

mechanical. For high school education, the gap has widened substantially, from 20 percentage

points to 37 percentage points.23 High school degrees are nearly a necessary condition for

desirable white-collar or government jobs. High school completion is booming, but nearly

all of the gains have accrued to children from families in the top half of the distribution.

We next examine how these levels and trends differ across groups. Figure 4 presents

results analogous to those above but subdivided into Muslims, Scheduled Castes, Scheduled

Tribes, and all others. Panel A shows upward interval mobility (µ50
0 ) from the 1950s to

the 1980s, revealing substantial differences across groups. As noted by other researchers,

upward mobility for Scheduled Tribes, and especially for Scheduled Castes, has improved

substantially. SCs born in the bottom half of the parent distribution in the 1950s could expect

to obtain between the 30th and 34th percentile; the comparable group in the 1980s obtains

the 38th percentile, closing approximately half of the mobility gap with upper castes. Upward

mobility for members of Scheduled Tribes rises from [25, 29] to 32 over the same period.

In contrast with SCs and STs, Muslim intergenerational mobility rises weakly from the

1950s to the 1960s, but then declines substantially, falling from [31, 34] in the 1960s to 29 in

the 1980s birth cohort. These changes not only constitute a substantial decline in mobility,

but make Muslims the least upwardly mobile group in present-day India, lower even than the

Scheduled Tribes who are often thought of as having benefited very little from Indian indus-

trialization. The fact that a Muslim born in a family in the bottom half of the distribution

can expect to obtain the 29th percentile implies almost no reversion to the national mean

among this group. Finally, the “Forward/Others” group, which predominantly consists of

23It may be noted that the top half had five times the high school completion rate as the bottom half in
1950s, and a rate only three times higher in the 1980s. However, the completion rate was so low for children
of parents in the lower half of the distribution that this convergence does not strike us as a useful measure.
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higher caste Hindus, shows little change, with mobility shifting from [41, 45] to 41. In the

period since the 1970s where the bounds are less than a percentage point in width, this group

shows no change in mobility. The static trend in mobility can therefore be decomposed into

gains for SCs and STs and losses for Muslims.

Panel B shows downward interval mobility (µ100
50 ) over the same period. Among children

of parents in the top half of the distribution, members of all three historically marginalized

groups are more similar. The bounds in the 1950s are too broad to be interpreted, but since

the 1960s, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes have each risen by about four expected

ranks, while Muslims have risen by slightly less. Downward mobility among higher caste

Hindus has remained static at about 65, considerably higher than the outcomes among the

other groups.

Panels C and D show upward mobility results with education levels as outcomes, compa-

rable to Figure 3. The graphs show the share of son bottom half families who respectively

obtained primary school (Panel C) and high school (Panel D). Children with a high school

education represent 15% of the 1950s birth cohort and 25% of the 1980s birth cohort. The

probability of finishing primary or high school conditional on beginning in the bottom half

of the parent distribution is rising for all groups, reflecting higher national education rates.

The cross-group differences and changes are similar to those in Panel A; for both primary

and high school attainment, SCs and STs have experienced substantially larger gains than

Muslims. A particular concerning finding is that among children of bottom half parents,

Muslim high school attainment did not rise at all from the 1970s to the 1980s birth cohorts.

5.2 The Geography of Group Differences

This section explores the geography of group differences using the IHDS. The finest geo-

graphic identifier in the IHDS is the district, but the survey is representative only at the

state level.

First, we explore whether the group differences described above can be explained by the

places where SCs, STs and Muslims live. All three groups are unevenly distributed; the 25th
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percentile district in SC population is only 8% SC. The equivalent numbers for STs and Mus-

lims (0.4% and 2.7%) reflect that these groups are even more geographically concentrated.

To examine the effect of place on group differences, we regenerate father and son educa-

tion ranks within states and within districts. Mobility estimates generated in this way thus

describe the ability of children to increase their relative rank within their own district. If

low overall mobility for Muslims is a function of their living in districts where everyone has

low educational opportunity, then their within-district mobility gap with Forwards / Others

should be substantially smaller than the national mobility gap.

These results are shown in Figure 5. The first set of bars shows the relative mobility gap

to Forwards / Others for the three marginalized groups for the 1980s birth cohort using the

national ranks; these gaps correspond to the differences between groups in Figure 4A in the

1980s. Upward mobility for the Forward / Others reference group is 41. The following two

sets of bars show the same gaps for within-state and within-district ranks.

The extent to which group differences in upward mobility can be explained by location

differ substantially by group. District of residence explains about 9% of the Muslim up-

ward mobility gap, 14% of the Scheduled Caste upward mobility gap, and a full 59% of

the Scheduled Tribe mobility gap.24 The result for Scheduled Tribes is consistent with the

continued dependence of many STs on traditional livelihoods in remote areas. Given the

uneven distribution of SCs and Muslims throughout India, the unimportance of district as

an explanation for their lower mobility is worthy of note. A striking fact is that Jammu &

Kashmir, the only majority Muslim state, has the fourth highest level of upward mobility in

India. Note that these results do not rule out the possibility that finer geographic definitions

(such as urban neighborhoods) could explain a greater share of the mobility gap, but these

geographic identifiers are not available in the IHDS.25 To be clear, these results show that

location is not a major mediator of SC and Muslim disadvantage; however, we show below

24IHDS districts are not representative so these results should be treated with caution; however, the
ordering of the changes is the same when we use only within-state ranks—the middle set of bars in Figure 5.

25These identifiers are available in the SECC, but we cannot identify Muslims in the SECC, making it
impossible to replicate this exercise.
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that location is an important predictor of mobility in the aggregate in Section 5.3.

Figure 6 disaggregates the same mobility gaps into residents of urban and rural areas,

with the national father/son ranks used in the main analysis. Overall upward mobility is

on average five points higher in urban areas (not shown in figure); this difference varies

substantially across groups. In particular, Muslims are considerably more disadvantaged in

terms of upward mobility in cities. Conditional on birth to parents in the bottom half of the

education distribution, Muslims expect to obtain a rank 15 points lower than higher caste

Hindus in cities, compared to a 12 point disadvantage in rural areas. That said, mobility

is still slightly higher for Muslims in cities than in rural areas. SCs and STs have similar

disadvantages in rural and urban areas, even though they obtain ranks about six points lower

in rural than in urban areas.

5.3 Geographic Analysis of Mobility at a Finer Level

The Socioeconomic and Caste Census allows us to go to a finer level of geographic detail, but

as noted above, does not document Muslim identity. We therefore focus in this section on

the geographic predictors of intergenerational mobility, pooling results across all population

groups. As noted in Section 3, the sample consists of individuals aged 20–23 (or born be-

tween 1989 and 1992, as this is the sample for which we can accurately measure educational

mobility.

We begin by mapping the distribution of intergenerational mobility across India. Figure

7 presents a heat map of subdistrict- and town-level upward interval mobility for all of In-

dia. The geographic variation is substantial. Upward mobility in consistently highest in the

southernmost part of India—Tamil Nadu and Kerala—and is also noticeably high in the hilly

states of the North. Parts of the Hindi-speaking belt—especially the state of Bihar—and

the Northeast are among the lowest mobility parts of India. Cities and towns for the most

part stand out as islands with higher mobility. Gujarat is interesting to note as a state with

very high economic growth but relatively low mobility.

The local variation in mobility remains substantial. In broad regions of high mobility,
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there are low mobility islands, such as the hilly region between Andhra Pradesh and Kar-

nataka, and vice versa. However, there is not a single subdistrict or town in Bihar with

higher average mobility than the southern states.

In fact, there is substantial variation in mobility based on neighborhood of residence even

within a single city. Figure 8 shows a ward-level mobility map of Delhi. The highest mobility

wards have upward mobility that is 38% higher than the lowest mobility wards. Children

who grow up in the dense and industrial areas of Northeast Delhi have the least opportunity;

the average child from a bottom half family in this area can expect to obtain the 32nd per-

centile nationally. Children from similarly-ranked families who grow up in Southwest Delhi,

less than 40km away, can expect to obtain the 44th percentile.

One caveat to these maps is that they are based on the educational outcomes of children

born between 1989 and 1992, the majority of whom finished their education by 2010. The

maps thus reflect the circumstances that drove education choices in the period 2000–2010.

The maps also do not reflect migration, as people are coded according to their residence

in 2012. Part of the low mobility in Northeast Delhi may thus arise from its substantial

immigration from rural North India. The more local the mobility estimate, the greater the

potential bias from migration. To better unpack these local estimates, it will be necessary to

conduct surveys that record location of origin; to our knowledge, there are no such surveys

that are systematically available for urban neighborhoods of India. The subdistrict-level

estimates are less likely to be biased by migration, because the vast majority of permanent

migration is within subdistricts.

We next aim to describe the characteristics of places with high and low mobility. Figure

9 presents the association between upward interval mobility and several correlates identified

by the earlier literature. Panel A presents bivariate correlations between upward mobility

and location characteristics across all rural subdistricts in India (n=5000). Panel B presents

analogous results across the 2000 largest towns. The indicators cover four broad areas: sub-

group distribution (specifically, presence of SCs and STs, and the residential segregation of
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SCs and STs); inequality (consumption and land inequality); development (manufacturing

jobs per capita, average consumption, average education, and remoteness); and local public

goods (schools, paved roads, and electricity). All measures are standardized to mean zero

and standard deviation one so that they can be meaningfully compared.

At the rural level, the traditional markers of economic development — manufacturing

jobs, monthly consumption, and average levels of education — are the strongest correlates

of upward mobility. Local public goods are also positively correlated with upward mobility.

Interestingly, availability of primary schools is the least important of these, but availability

of high schools is highly correlated with mobility. The share of SCs and STs is surpris-

ingly positively correlated with upward mobility, again reflecting the weak role of geography

in describing group differences in mobility. Segregation and land inequality are negatively

correlated with upward mobility, though the effect size is smaller than that for the core

development indicators above. The negative association between segregation and mobility

echoes the relationship between segregation and intergenerational mobility in the United

States (Chetty et al., 2014).

In urban places, we find that more populous districts, those with higher SC shares, those

with higher average years of education, and those with more high schools per capita enjoy

more upward interval mobility. As in rural areas, SC/ST segregation is negatively associated

with mobility. By contrast, consumption inequality is positively associated with mobility —

a fact which does not accord with the cross-country findings or the finding in rural areas, as

explained above.

6 Conclusion

The methodological approach in this paper is likely to be useful for analyses of mobility in

many developing countries. Given the large number of less educated parents in older genera-

tions in many developing countries, conventional mobility estimates will suffer from the weak-

nesses noted in Section 4 and by Asher et al. (2018). We have shown that interval mobility is a

measure that is easy to calculate and highly informative regarding intergenerational mobility
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even when education data are very coarse. We also provide the first measure of intergenera-

tional educational mobility that is meaningful for cross-group analysis; the absence of such a

measure has prevented researchers from studying subgroup mobility in developing countries.

We have shown that upward interval mobility in India has barely changed from the 1950s

to the 1980s. This lack of change overall can be decomposed into substantial gains for

SC/STs and substantial losses for Muslims. The latter result has not previously been noted

in part because there has previously been no methodology for creating comparable rank bins

across cohorts.

We also find that urban areas are significantly more mobile than rural areas — for ex-

ample, the mobility gap between urban and rural locations is about equal to today’s gap

between higher caste Hindus and SCs. Using granular geographic data, we find that village

assets like roads and schools are associated with more upward interval mobility; on the other

hand, SC/ST segregation is associated with lower levels of upward interval mobility.

Our work has only begun to describe the wide geographic and cross-group variation in

intergenerational mobility. As in the U.S., location is a very strong predictor of intergen-

erational mobility, even if cross-group difference appear to be largely invariant to location

for Muslims and SCs. Individuals growing up in different parts of India, even conditional

on similar economic conditions in the household, can expect to experience vastly different

opportunities and outcomes throughout their lives. Future work describing the geographic

variation in mobility in more detail, and moving toward causal estimates of the impact of

place, will be important in providing a basis for policies that create opportunities for those

who are currently being left behind.
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Figure 1
Raw Data and Bounds on Mobility CEF by Birth Cohort

A. 1950-59 Birth Cohorts

B. 1980-89 Birth Cohorts

Figure 1 shows the raw data and bounds on the conditional expectation of son education rank given father
education rank. Panel A is for sons born in 1950-59 and Panel for sons born 1980-89. The points show the
raw data—the average son education rank and the midpoint of the father education rank for each of the
seven observed levels of father education. The vertical lines show the rank bin boundaries for the levels of
father education. No information about fathers is observed except which of the seven rank bins they are in.
The solid lines show the bounds on the CEF, calculated assuming only monotonicity, following Asher et al.
(2018). The dashed vertical line indicates the 25th father percentile; the bounds at this point are the bounds
on absolute upward mobility (p25).
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Figure 2
Trends in Mobility, 1950–1985 Birth Cohorts
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Figure 2 presents bounds on aggregate trends in intergenerational mobility, using cohorts born in 1950
through 1985. The data source is IHDS. The light blue line shows downward interval mobility (µ100

50 ) while
the dark gray line shows upward interval mobility (µ50

0 ). Downward interval mobility is the average rank
attained by children born to fathers who are in the top half of the education distribution. Upward interval
mobility is the average rank attained by children born to fathers who are in the bottom half of the education
distribution. Bounds are calculated from the coarse education data following Asher et al. (2018).



Figure 3
Trends in Mobility with Absolute Outcomes, 1950–1985 Birth Cohorts
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Figure 3 presents bounds on aggregate trends in intergenerational mobility, using cohorts born in 1950
through 1985. The data source is IHDS. The outcome measure is the probability that a child completes
either primary (Panel A) or high school (Panel B). Upward mobility here (the dark gray lines) is measured
as the probability that a child obtains the given level of education, conditional on having a father in the
bottom 50% of the parent education distribution. Downward mobility (the light blue lines) is the same
probability, conditional on having a father in the top 50% of the parent education distribution. Bounds are
calculated from the coarse education data following Asher et al. (2018).
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Figure 4
Trends in Mobility by Subgroup, 1950–1985 Birth Cohorts
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Figure 4 presents bounds on trends in intergenerational mobility, stratified by four prominent social groups
in India: Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, Muslims, and Forward Castes/Others. The data source is
IHDS. Panel A presents bounds on trends in upward interval mobility (µ50

0 ), or the average rank among
sons born to fathers in the bottom half of the father education distribution. Panel B presents bounds on
trends in downward interval mobility (µ100

50 ), or the average education rank among sons born to fathers in
the top half of the father education distribution. Panel C presents bounds on trends in the proportion of
sons completing primary school, conditional on being born to a father in the bottom half of the education
distribution (µ50

0 ). Panel D presents bounds on trends in the proportion of sons attaining a high school
degree, conditional on being born to a father in the bottom half of the education distribution (again µ50

0 ).
Bounds are calculated from coarse education data following Asher et al. (2018).
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Figure 5
Within-State and Within-District Mobility Gaps
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Figure 5 presents the gaps in upward mobility for Muslims, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes relative
to other groups (mainly higher caste Hindus). The data source is IHDS. The first set of bars shows the
gaps calculated using within-state father and son education ranks. The third set shows gaps calculated
using within-district father and son education ranks. Upward mobility is defined as µ50

0 , with son education
rank as the outcome variable. Upward mobility is only partially identified following Asher et al. (2018); for
simplicity, we show the midpoint of the bounds, which in all cases span less than a single rank.
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Figure 6
Urban and Rural Mobility Gaps
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Figure 6 presents gaps in upward mobility for Muslims, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes relative to
other groups (mainly higher caste Hindus), separately for those residing in rural (left bars) and urban (right
bars) areas. The data source is IHDS. Upward mobility is defined as µ50

0 , with son education rank as the
outcome variable. Upward mobility is only partially identified following Asher et al. (2018); for simplicity,
we show the midpoint of the bounds, which in all cases span less than a single rank.
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Figure 7
Mobility by Geographic Location: National Estimates

Figure 7 presents a map of the geographic distribution of upward mobility across Indian subdistricts and
towns. Upward mobility (µ50

0 ) is the average education rank attained by sons born to fathers who are in the
bottom half of the father education distribution.
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Figure 8
Mobility by Geographic Location: Neighborhood Estimates from Delhi

Figure 8 presents a map of the geographic distribution of upward mobility across the wards of Delhi. Upward
mobility (µ50

0 ) is the average education rank attained by sons born to fathers who are in the bottom half of
the father education distribution.
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Figure 9
Correlates of Upward Mobility, 1985 Birth Cohort
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B. Urban Correlates
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Figure 9 presents coefficients that illustrate the relationship between district-level characteristics and upward
mobility. Upward interval mobility (µ50

0 ) is the average rank attained by children born to fathers who are in
the bottom half of the education distribution. Panel A presents correlations for rural areas, while Panel B
presents correlations for urban areas.
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A Appendix A: Additional Tables and Figures

Table A1
Transition Matrices for Father and Son Education in India

A: Sons Born 1950-59

Son highest education attained
< 2 yrs. 2-4 yrs. Primary Middle Sec. Sr. sec. Any higher

Father ed attained (31%) (11%) (17%) (13%) (13%) (6%) (8%)
<2 yrs. (60%) 0.47 0.12 0.17 0.11 0.09 0.03 0.03

2-4 yrs. (12%) 0.10 0.18 0.22 0.19 0.16 0.09 0.06
Primary (13%) 0.07 0.08 0.31 0.16 0.19 0.08 0.10
Middle (6%) 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.30 0.17 0.14 0.18

Secondary (5%) 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.12 0.37 0.11 0.30
Sr. secondary (2%) 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.11 0.11 0.35 0.38
Any higher ed (2%) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.13 0.72

B: Sons Born 1960-69

Son highest education attained
< 2 yrs. 2-4 yrs. Primary Middle Sec. Sr. sec. Any higher

Father ed attained (27%) (10%) (16%) (16%) (14%) (7%) (10%)
<2 yrs. (57%) 0.41 0.12 0.16 0.14 0.09 0.04 0.04

2-4 yrs. (13%) 0.12 0.17 0.18 0.22 0.15 0.08 0.08
Primary (14%) 0.09 0.05 0.26 0.18 0.20 0.09 0.13
Middle (6%) 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.29 0.21 0.13 0.19

Secondary (6%) 0.03 0.02 0.08 0.12 0.35 0.16 0.25
Sr. secondary (2%) 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.19 0.25 0.41
Any higher ed (2%) 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.09 0.11 0.73

C: Sons Born 1970-79

Son highest education attained
< 2 yrs. 2-4 yrs. Primary Middle Sec. Sr. sec. Any higher

Father ed attained (20%) (8%) (17%) (18%) (16%) (10%) (12%)
<2 yrs. (50%) 0.33 0.10 0.19 0.17 0.12 0.05 0.04

2-4 yrs. (11%) 0.11 0.16 0.20 0.22 0.15 0.08 0.08
Primary (15%) 0.08 0.06 0.24 0.23 0.18 0.11 0.11
Middle (8%) 0.05 0.03 0.09 0.29 0.21 0.17 0.16

Secondary (9%) 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.12 0.31 0.19 0.27
Sr. secondary (3%) 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.17 0.29 0.42
Any higher ed (4%) 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.17 0.66

D: Sons Born 1980-89

Son highest education attained
< 2 yrs. 2-4 yrs. Primary Middle Sec. Sr. sec. Any higher

Father ed attained (12%) (7%) (16%) (20%) (16%) (12%) (17%)
<2 yrs. (38%) 0.26 0.10 0.21 0.20 0.12 0.06 0.05

2-4 yrs. (11%) 0.08 0.17 0.19 0.24 0.15 0.09 0.08
Primary (17%) 0.05 0.04 0.22 0.23 0.20 0.13 0.13
Middle (12%) 0.03 0.02 0.10 0.28 0.20 0.17 0.20

Secondary (11%) 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.13 0.23 0.24 0.32
Sr. secondary (5%) 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.15 0.24 0.46
Any higher ed (5%) 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.16 0.65

Table A1 shows transition matrices by decadal birth cohort for Indian fathers and sons in
the study.
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Figure A1
Bias in Coresidence Estimates of Upward and Downward Mobility by Age
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B. Bias in Downward Mobility
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Figure A2
Trends in Mobility with Absolute Outcomes, 1960–1985 Birth Cohorts
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Figure A2 presents bounds on aggregate trends in intergenerational mobility, using cohorts born in 1950
through 1985. The data source is IHDS. The outcome measure is the probability that a child completes either
middle school (Panel A) or university (Panel B). Upward mobility here (the dark gray lines) is measured as
the probability that a child obtains the given level of education, conditional on having a father in the bottom
50% of the parent education distribution. Downward mobility (the light blue lines) is the same probability,
conditional on having a father in the top 50% of the parent education distribution. Bounds are calculated
from the coarse education data following Asher et al. (2018).
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Figure A3
Correlates of Downward Mobility, 1985 Birth Cohorts
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B. Urban Correlates
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Figure A3 presents coefficients that illustrate the relationship between district-level characteristics and down-
ward interval mobility (µ100

50 ). Downward interval mobility is the average rank attained by sons born to fathers
who are in the top half of the education distribution. Panel A presents correlations for rural areas, while
Panel B presents correlations for urban areas. The methodology to generate the correlations is described in
the text.
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